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Visiting ????? - Ringön

DAY 01  Week 4 in the Summer Space was inaugurated 
with a meeting with Bert-Ola Bergstrand, a well known 
social entrepreneur and a good friend of the concept. He 
came about to share some insights and talk a little bit 
about the “in’s and out’s” of his former ventures.
After that we had a discussion among the whole group 
about how to create and design an activity related to par-
ticipatory methods and techniques. Later on, after lun-
ch, there was a was a workshop about circular/shared 
economy - a very important concept that is highly related 
to all of our projects. Following that we had some more 
time to work on the individual projects, letting the ideas 
flow and brainstorming.

DAY 02  we fully dedicated the morning to the group 
projects except for the short while when we had Tobias 
Johansson, from Framtiden, in order to share some ide-
as and talk about the work in progress. We also had the 
pleasure to meet Ulf Östermark, the Sustainability De-
velopment Director from Framtiden as well. The after-
noon was quite different from the usual since we all went 
on an interesting “study trip” to Ringön, in the Hisingen 
Island - an activity organized by Christer Owe to show 
us some of the 600 companies that are based, and wor-
king, there. This was a very fulfilling day since we came 
to meet very unique people and businesses, specially in 
relation to the Job Creation Project.

DAY 03  Magnus gave a lecture on Statistics evaluation 
and data collection - a tool that revealed to be very im-
portant to work with in this specific project. 
That gave us an extra time to work on our separate 
projects right before we closed the day with the usual 
check-out question - a fun way of closing the day.

Meeting with Tobias and Ulf

Visiting Atacac - Ringön

Activity and discussion within the whole team
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Interviews -  Interaction with people

DAY 04 Natalie and Aleks presented us a workshop 
about participatory methods, techniques and engage-
ment activities applied to real life situations. Further on, 
Dinesh and Simona, joined in and helped by contributing 
with some examples and connected experiences. The 
afternoon was mostly dedicated to the working in each 
separate project.

DAY 05  as a finale before our holiday week, we had the 
presentations done by each group about each project 
regarding finding the final research question and the 
progress made in the last few days. We also discussed 
some insights on each others ideas by evaluating what 
happened in this week. After that we had a potluck lunch 
where each student contributed by cooking a different, or 
characteristic, meal from their homeland country, a tasty 
and happy way to say goodbye to each other for a week. 
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“Potluck lunch”


